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Ritual Center, Divination, and More Ritual Stuff
Ritual Center
Raising Energy in Ritual: Review
Energy is all over, in every single thing. Energy formed rocks, energy pulls in the tide, it's
everywhere. When we manipulate it for magical use, we have a few options:
Our personal energy
Universal energy
Elemental energy
Energy from an object
Others
Different ways to raise energy
• Tensing parts of your body
• Breathing
• Chanting
• Drumming
• Visualizing
• Clapping
Cone of Power is ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

What do we do in the center?
Sabbat CelebrationActivity Ideas
Theme ideas
• Seasonal
• Pantheon
• Deity
Esbat RitualWorking / Spellwork
Could be aligned with "power flow"
Could be aligned with personal need
Any other centers will be tied in with the reason for the ritual

Meditation: Review
There are several types of meditation that can be used in a ritual
Contemplative Meditation
Guided Meditation*
Zen Meditation
Movement Meditation

Guided Meditation
Most common type of meditation used in ritual.It can be used to expand upon the theme or
commune with the deity(s) you called forth in your evocations.
Using a guided meditation as a solitary:
Read the guided meditation in it's entirety, and then put yourself into meditation space and
rebuild it in your mind.
Reading a guided meditation in a group ritual:
Your responsibility as reader: ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Best practices:
• Read aloud BEFORE the ritual - figure out any unfamiliar pronunciations
• Read slowly
• Before ritual, figure out the places to pause and how long to pause

Writing a guided meditation:
** Check out the additional resource about writing a meditation **
• Choose your subject / reason for meditation
• Use evocative imagery
• Figure out the places for pauses, and note them and length

Writing a Guided Meditation
Sketch out a guided visualization that you could expand upon. Or sketch out a few different
ideas. You could start by thinking of a place where you are comfortable.

Other Meditation
How could you use the below types of meditation in ritual?
Contemplative Meditation: ________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Movement Meditation: ___________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Cakes and Ale
Cakes and Ale are a part of almost every ritual
• Shift focus from raising energy to grounding energy
• Say thanks or a blessing beforehand
• Includes offering to the God and Goddess
• Some say we are sharing cakes and ale with the spirits that we have called
• Food to help us ground
• Some groups use this time to socialize, before breaking up the sacred space
• Common liturgy includes "May you never hunger/thirst"
Cakes and Ale Example
I present to you, Sacred Lord, this gift of cakes. Bless these cakes, that it may fill the lives of my
friends with the sweet bounty of the harvest. May you never hunger!
Sacred Mother, bless this cup and the nectar therein, that it may strengthen my friends in your
ways of Joy and Mystery. May you never thirst!

What makes a solid cakes and ale ceremony?
Ask for god/dess blessing + why blessing + may you never _________________

YOUR Cakes and Ale ceremony:

Thematic Ritual
Creating ritual around a singular theme create cohesiveness and allows a practitioner to really
connect with the WHY of the ritual.

